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Abstract The current work investigates the possible solar wind-interplanetary (SW-IP) drivers of
geomagnetic storms during the longest period (ascending to early descending phases) of the ongoing
solar cycle (24). We present a comparative analysis between the two consecutive solar cycles (SCs) 23 and
24. Both the cycles exhibited dual peak feature as observed in the smoothed sunspot numbers SSNsmoothed.
For both the cycles, second peak in the SSNsmoothed is higher than the first one as exhibited in the revised
SSNsmoothed version. During the entire interval between the ascending to early descending phases
(December 2008 to December 2016) of SC-24, the southward directed Bz and the dawn-dusk electric
field (Ey) were consistently weaker as compared to that during similar interval of SC-23 (May 1996 to July
2004). The geomagnetic field response represented by Dst index concurrently exhibited similar variation
patterns during both the periods. A striking reduction in the intense storm occurrence rate by ∼75%
was observed during the considered period of the current solar cycle in comparison to the previous cycle.
However, moderate storm occurrence was reduced only by 32% in SC-24 as compared to SC-23, which
could be attributed to the dominance of corotating interaction regions during SC-24. No significant
difference is found between the intense storm rates around the vernal and autumnal equinoxes in cycle 24,
whereas distinct autumnal equinoctial dominance is evident for cycle 23. Further, within each cycle, there is
no significant difference in the moderate storm rates around vernal and autumnal equinoxes.

1. Introduction

The sunspot numbers (SSNs) and areas are used as proxies to assess the solar activity evolution. On an aver-
age, the sunspot cycle and thus the solar activity exhibit a periodicity of 11 years known as the Schwabe cycle
(Schwabe, 1844). The solar cycle (SC) is produced by the solar dynamo within the Sun and hence is magnetic
in nature. Each sunspot cycle has three typical phases. The period characterized by an increase in SSNs, their
groups and areas are designated as the ascending phase, followed by the maximum phase, which is distin-
guished by maximization of SSNs, groups, and areas. Eventually, a steady decline in the number of sunspots
marks the declining phase of the cycle. The sunspot cycles are known to exhibit double peaked structure
during the maximum activity period. First reporting of the dual peak feature was made by Gnevyshev (1963,
1967) for the SC-19, based on the 530.3-nm coronal line observations. The interval between the two peaks
when the SSNs diminish is referred as the Gnevyshev Gap (GG; Storini & Pase, 1995). Antalova and Gnevyshev
(1965) affirmed that Gnevyshev (1963) conclusions remained unchanged for the other sunspot cycles as well.
For this, Antalova and Gnevyshev (1965) superposed the sunspot curves of eight sunspot cycles from 1874
to 1962 and obtained that there are always two maxima in the sunspot cycle. The double peak characteris-
tic of the SC is associated with the sunspots in northern and southern solar hemispheres resulting from the
global reorganization of the solar magnetic fields (Feminella & Storini, 1997; Norton & Gallagher, 2010; Storini
et al., 2003).

Different phases of the SC witness diverse solar emissions like coronal mass ejections (CMEs), solar flares, and
high-speed streams (HSS) that emanate from the coronal holes. Typically, the maximum phase is dominated
by CMEs and solar flares. In contrast, the ascending and descending phases are dominated by HSS, which
form the corotating interaction regions (CIRs) at their leading edges where they collide with the preceding
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slower solar wind (Tsurutani & Gonzalez, 1997). The interplanetary counterparts of CMEs are known as inter-
planetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). ICMEs with flux rope structures are called as magnetic clouds (MCs).
The MCs are characterized by high magnetic field, abnormally low proton temperature, large rotation of field,
and low plasma beta (Burlaga et al., 1981). Dominance of these different solar wind-interplanetary (SW-IP)
drivers during various phases of SC leads to varying intensity of geomagnetic activity. The geoeffectiveness
of these interplanetary structures is measured in terms of the intensity of geomagnetic activity in correspon-
dence to the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) behavior exhibited by the structures. It is
well established that IMF Bz plays a crucial role for the efficient energy transfer from the solar wind into the
magnetosphere through the magnetic reconnection process (Dungey, 1961; Gonzalez et al., 1994). Further,
dawn-to-dusk component of the interplanetary electric field (Ey = Vx × Bz), where Vx is the x component of
Vsw, plays a pivotal role for the ring current injection during geomagnetic storms (Burton et al., 1975; Kan &
Lee, 1979; Rawat et al., 2010).

ICMEs are predominant drivers of nonrecurrent intense to severe geomagnetic activity, primarily due to the
presence of large southward directed Bz within them (Echer et al., 2008; Gonzalez et al., 1999, 2007; Zhang
et al., 2007). CIRs, on the other hand, generally lead to recurrent moderate (Alves et al., 2006; Yermolaev et al.,
2012) and sometimes intense activity (Richardson et al., 2006) generally driven by the southward fields asso-
ciated with Alfvenic fluctuations in the IMF. The current SC is 24th that commenced in December 2008 after
a deep solar minimum following the SC-23 (Tsurutani et al., 2011). It would be extremely interesting to com-
pare the various activity levels during both the SCs. Several studies have been carried out discussing the
deep solar minimum and the ongoing SC (e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2015; Kilpua et al., 2014; Lepping et al.,
2015; Richardson, 2013; Richardson & Cane, 2012b; Shanmugaraju et al., 2015). Richardson and Cane (2012b)
and Richardson (2013) discussed the solar wind and geomagnetic activity over several cycles (1964–2011)
and SC-24, in particular (2008–2012). Kilpua et al. (2014) and Selvakumaran et al. (2016) examined the inter-
planetary causes of low geomagnetic activity during the current SC. In more recent studies, Shanmugaraju
et al. (2015) analyzed halo CMEs and their geoeffective parameters during 2011–2013 and Gopalswamy et al.
(2015) discussed the MC properties during first 73 months of SCs 23 and 24 in order to ascertain the cause of
the weaker geomagnetic activity during the current cycle. Shen et al. (2017) discussed the comparison of geo-
effectiveness of several types of ICMEs during different solar phases for the period between 1995 and 2014.
They also concluded that the probabilities of ICMEs in causing geomagnetic storms in cycle 24 are much lower
compared to cycle 23.

We investigate the possible SW-IP drivers of the moderate and intense geomagnetic storms during the longest
span of the current SC (24), covering ascending to early descending phases (EDPs) between December 2008
and December 2016. Therefore, our present work is the most updated study of the ongoing SC. Current study
delineates the differences between the ascending to EDPs of the two consecutive SCs 23 and 24 in terms of
storm occurrence distribution during both the periods, seasonal variation of storms, SW-IP conditions, and
their corresponding geomagnetic response. Section 2 explains the method of determining the periods under
study, the database used and selection criteria of the storm events, and identification method of their possible
SW-IP drivers. Statistical results and their discussion are described in section 3, followed by the conclusion
in section 4.

2. Data and Method
2.1. Sunspot Numbers
For the purpose of examining the SC variation we use SSN, which is the commonly used solar activity index. We
utilize the widely used International smoothed monthly mean SSNs (SSNsmoothed), which contain the averaged
over fast variations like random surges and 27-day rotational modulation. The revised version of SSNsmoothed

data is available between 1749 and May 2017 at the time of writing of this manuscript from Sunspot Index and
Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO). However, after December 2016, the SSNsmoothed data are provisional
and subject to a possible revision. SSNsmoothed value is obtained by computing a 13-month running mean of
SSNs, centered at a base month and using half weights for the start and end months (Hathaway, 2010).

Figure 1 portrays the SILSO SSNsmoothed data for the two SCs 23 and 24. It can be distinctly observed that
both the cycles exhibited dual peaks. The two peaks in SSNsmoothed for SC-23 were observed in April 2000 and
November 2001 (marked by red circles), while for SC-24 were noticed in March 2012 and April 2014 (marked
by blue circles).
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Figure 1. SSNsmoothed from Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations are plotted for ADP-23 and ADP-24
in red and blue colors, respectively. Similar color code is followed for the axes and labels related to the two curves.
Upper and lower x axes refer to ADP-23 and ADP-24 respectively. The two peak values of SSNsmoothed during ADP-23
and ADP-24 are encircled by respective colors. Corresponding time stamps for peaks are shown by adjacent text in
MM/YYYY format. SSN = sunspot number; SC = solar cycle.

For the present work, we have restricted our selection of study period for SC-24 till the time when provisional
Dst index data are available, which is December 2016. Further, for the comparison of SCs 23 and 24, we selected
an interval from each cycle, which started with the respective onset of the two SCs. For the sake of inclusion of
similar descending phase period from both the SCs, we chose second peak in SSNsmoothed to be reference point.
As mentioned earlier, second SSNsmoothed peak during SC-24 occurred in April 2014; therefore, from this point
to December 2016, we obtain 32-month period. Similarly, during SC-23, 32 months from November 2001 end
in July 2004. In this way, the complete period of study for SC-23 is between May 1996 and July 2004 and for
SC-24 is between December 2008 and December 2016. We designate the intervals including the ascending
and EDPs of SCs 23 and 24, spanning between May 1996 and July 2004, and December 2008 and December
2016 as ADP-23 and ADP-24, respectively. Henceforth, this nomenclature will be used in this entire study.

We will also examine the SC variations of storms and their possible SW-IP drivers during SCs 23 and 24. For the
SC phase classification, we follow the study by Gopalswamy et al. (2015), wherein the lengths of SC phases are
estimated on the basis of solar polar characteristics. Arrival of polar crown filaments to ∼ 60∘ solar latitudes
indicate solar maximum and completion of polarity reversal at the solar poles indicate end of maximum phase.
Descending phase is marked by expansion of polar coronal holes to lower solar latitudes. The periods between
May 1996 and January 1999, February 1999 and June 2002, and July 2002 and July 2004 will be referred as
ascending phase (AP), maximum phase (Max), and EDP for SC-23. Similarly, periods between December 2008
and August 2011, September 2011 and May 2015, and June 2015 and December 2016 will be AP, Max, and
EDP for SC-24.

2.2. Geomagnetic Activity and Solar Wind Measurements
We used the Dst index (Sugiura, 1964), a measure of the symmetric ring current, as an indicator of geomagnetic
storm intensity.

The hourly Dst index values are obtained from WDC, Kyoto, (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp). For the period
between the years 1996–2014, final Dst index data are available and for years 2015–2016 provisional data are
available. The provisional data are unverified raw data and are subjected to be adjusted after corrections.
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Based on the Dst index, the intense geomagnetic storms are defined where minimum value of Dst (Dstmin)
≤ −100 nT, whereas for the moderate geomagnetic storms,−100 nT< Dstmin ≤ −50 nT (Gonzalez et al., 1994).

SW-IP characteristics during the two selected intervals ADP-23 and ADP-24 are examined using hourly
resolution data obtained from the OMNIWeb database (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Comparison of Two SCs
The SC-24 commenced at a very low level with a minimum SSNsmoothed of 2.2. On the other hand, during SC-23
the minimum SSNsmoothed was 11.2. The decrease between the double peaks during SC-23 and SC-24 as men-
tioned in section 2.1 signifies the GG identified on the basis of SSNs to be 19 months and 25 months for SC-23
and SC-24, respectively. The GG is caused by the global reorganization of solar magnetic fields (Hathaway,
2010; Storini et al., 1997, and references therein). Another striking feature is that, although for both the SCs,
second peak is higher than the first one, the difference between the two peak SSN values in SC-24 is almost
3.5 times of that of SC-23. First and second peaks in the total SSNs during SC-23 and SC-24 are reflecting the
peaks of sunspots in northern and southern solar hemispheres, respectively (Norton & Gallagher, 2010), which
we have manually verified by the hemispherical SSN data available from SILSO (not shown here).

3.2. SC Variations of the Geomagnetic Storms
We identified a total of 196 moderate and 74 intense geomagnetic storms between May 1996 and July 2004
whereas 130 moderate and 18 intense geomagnetic storms between December 2008 and December 2016,
based on the minimum Dst values as defined in section 2.2. It is to be pointed out that during ADP-23, among
74 intense storms, 8 were super-intense, which have minimum Dst ≤ −250 nT (Echer et al., 2008). In con-
trast, ADP-24 did not witness any super-intense event. However, in 2015, two events recorded minimum
Dst ≤ −200 nT. Figures 2a–2d illustrate the occurrence frequency of the moderate and intense geomagnetic
storms, which is defined as the total number of events/year during the two periods, ADP-23 and ADP-24,
under study. SSNsmoothed data are shown by blue solid curves in all the panels. Figures 2a and 2b with hatched
bars represent moderate geomagnetic storms, while Figures 2c and 2d with solid bars represent the intense
geomagnetic storms during ADP-24 and ADP-23.

During ADP-24 (December 2008 to December 2016), out of the total geomagnetic storms, about 55% occurred
during the maximum phase, among which 84% are moderate and the remaining 16% are intense. In contrast,
the ascending phase witnessed only moderate storms, while the EDP evidenced 35% of total storms during
ADP-24, out of which ∼90% are moderate. Hence, it is distinctly noticeable that the entire ADP-24 period is
dominated by moderate storms.

During ADP-24, moderate geomagnetic storms show a steady increase in occurrence frequency in concur-
rence with the SSNs from 2009 to 2013 as shown in Figure 2a. There were no moderate storms in December
2008. Toward the end of 2008 and 2009, the low-latitude coronal holes disappeared, and hence, no sources
of HSS existed, which explains the reduction of moderate geomagnetic storms in 2009 as compared to the
period between January 2008 and November 2008 (not shown; De Toma, 2011; Gibson et al., 2009; Tsurutani
et al., 2011). In addition, Tsurutani et al. (2011) ascertained the low geomagnetic activity during 2009 to be
contributed by the predominance of slow solar wind streams and abnormally low IMF strength. Another note-
worthy point seen in Figure 2a is that ADP-24 witnessed increased occurrences of moderate storms during
GG, compared to that around first SSNsmoothed maximum.

Figure 2b indicates that the moderate geomagnetic storms occurrence during ADP-23 also follows the
increasing trend of SSNs between 1996–2000. Noteworthy point is the reduction observed in the number of
moderate geomagnetic storms around the second peak of ADP-23 and ADP-24. As previously remarked, the
total number of moderate storms during ADP-23 and ADP-24 is 196 and 130, respectively. Occurrence rates
of moderate geomagnetic storms during ADP-23 and ADP-24 are 23.8 storms per year and 16.1 storms per
year, respectively.

Figure 2c clearly indicates that during the first 2 years of the cycle 24 there were no intense geomagnetic
storms recorded. Only in the subsequent years, the intense geomagnetic storm occurrence commenced.
The rate of occurrence of intense geomagnetic storms during ADP-24 is 2.2 storms per year. For the SC-24,
the first peak of the sunspots cycle (Northern Hemisphere) occurred in 2012, and concurrently, the intense
storm occurrence also exhibited a peak in 2012 (Figure 2c). An interesting observation is that around the time
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Figure 2. Solar cycle distribution of geomagnetic storms occurred during ADP-23 and ADP-24. Hatched bars in
top panels (a) and (b) display moderate storms, and solid bars in bottom panels (c) and (d) demonstrate intense storms.
Blue color represents ADP-24, and orange color represents ADP-23. Blue solid curves in panels (a)–(d) indicate
SSNsmoothed for both the cycles. SC = solar cycle; SSN = sunspot number.

of the second (southern hemispheric) sunspot peak, the intense storm rate did not increase. This may be asso-
ciated with the great active region (AR) 12192, which harbored large sunspot group and was prolific flare pro-
ducer (Chen et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015). Although (AR) 12192 produced series of solar flares during October
2014 but almost all were without CME association, known as confined flares. Absence of CMEs and their ICMEs
clearly supports the abrupt reduction in the geomagnetic activity during 2014. On the other hand, for SC-23,
both the sunspot maxima witnessed almost comparable number of intense geomagnetic storms as can be
seen from Figure 2d, which delineates the yearly occurrence frequency of the intense geomagnetic storms
during ADP-23. It is clearly seen that ADP-23 witnessed intense geomagnetic storms right from the SC com-
mencement (1996). The intense storm occurrence rate during ADP-23 is ∼9 storms per year. Thus, ADP-23
exhibited a striking enhancement in the rate of intense storms by a factor of ∼ 4 as compared to that during
ADP-24. The noticeable reduction in the number of intense geomagnetic storms during 1999 is attributed to
the decreased number of ICMEs (Cane & Richardson, 2003).

Table 1 displays the storm comparison for the two selected periods ADP-23 and ADP-24. During each period,
ADP-23 and ADP-24, we calculated the average of absolute Dstmin value (< |Dstmin|>) obtained during
all the storms (Dst ≤ −50 nT) and we found that < |Dstmin|> during ADP-23 is only about 23% higher
than during ADP-24. We also calculated the range of Dstmin for all the storms. We define this range as the
difference between −50 nT and the lowest Dstmin values obtained among total 270 and 148 storms occurred

Table 1
Comparison of All the Storms With Dst ≤ − 50 nT Occurred During ADP-23 and ADP-24

Moderate storms Intense storms Superstorms
SC period Total storms (−100 nT < Dst ≤ − 50 nT) (Dst ≤ − 100 nT) (Dst ≤ − 250 nT) < Dstmin > Dstmin range

ADP-23 270 196 66 8 −91.4 372

ADP-24 148 130 18 0 −74.2 173

Note. Column 1 represents the solar cycle phases for the two cycles. Columns 2–5 indicate number of storms falling in the specified category. In this table, super-
storm subset has been extracted from total intense storms (Dst ≤ − 100 nT) itself. Column 6 gives the average of Dstmin (nT) value of all the storms during each
period (ADP-23 and ADP-24). Column 7 indicates the Dstmin (nT) range defined as the difference between highest and lowest Dstmin (nT) values among all the
storms of ADP-23 and ADP-24.
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Figure 3. Seasonal distribution of the (a) moderate storms (−100 nT
< Dstmin ≤ − 50 nT) and (b) intense storms (Dstmin ≤ −100 nT) between
January (J) to December (D) calendar months during ADP-23 and ADP-24.
SC = solar cycle.

during ADP-23 and ADP-24, respectively. For ADP-23 storms, Dstmin range
is 372 nT, while for ADP-24 storms it is 173 nT. We obtained that Dstmin

range for ADP-23 is almost twice than that of ADP-24, which distinctly
reflects the extremity of geomagnetic activity during ADP-23. Gonzalez
et al. (1990) and Echer et al. (2011, 2013) have studied the SC distribution of
geomagnetic storms during several cycles and obtained that geomagnetic
storm occurrence exhibits a dual peak, with one peak occurring in late
ascending or maximum phase and another peak in EDP. We obtained that
ADP-24 clearly follows the dual peak characteristic in the moderate (Echer
et al., 2013) and intense storm occurrence rates as distinctly observed from
Figures 2a and 2c. One of the peaks in the moderate storm rate occurred
around maximum phase (2013) and another peak around EDP (2015).
Similar observation is obtained for the intense storm rate, for which first
peak occurred around maximum phase (2012) and a second peak is
observed during (2015).

3.3. Seasonal Variations of Storms
The characteristic feature of two peaks in the geomagnetic activity around
equinoctial months has been well studied since past several decades using
various geomagnetic indices like aa, Ap, Dst, and AE (e.g., Ahn et al., 2000;
Chapman & Bartels, 1940; Cliver et al., 2000; Cortie, 1912; Lyatsky et al.,
2001; Oh & Yi, 2011; Russell & McPherron, 1973). The main possible mecha-
nisms to explain the semiannual variation of geomagnetic activity include
axial model (Cortie, 1912), equinoctial model (Chapman & Bartels, 1940),
Russell-McPherron (RM) model (Russell & McPherron, 1973), and the solar
illumination hypothesis (Lyatsky et al., 2001). The axial model accounts
for 7.2∘ tilt of solar rotation axis with respect to the ecliptic plane. The
equinoctial hypothesis is based on the 23∘ tilt of the Earth’s equatorial
plane to the ecliptic plane and 11∘ offset between the Earth’s rotation

and dipole axis; the maxima of geomagnetic activity occur when the geomagnetic dipole axis is perpen-
dicular to the Sun-Earth line. RM hypothesis explains the semiannual variation in terms of variation of the
angle between the IMF Bz and that of the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis. Accordingly, the geomagnetic activ-
ity is maximum when IMF Bz is minimum in the solar magnetospheric coordinate system, which occurs
near equinoxes Zhao and Zong (2012). Another study on the seasonal variation of geomagnetic activity was
carried out by Mursula et al. (2011) and Zieger and Mursula (1998), concluding that geomagnetic activity
exhibits equinoctial maxima, which alternates between vernal and autumnal equinoxes during even and
odd SCs, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the seasonal variation in the occurrence of moderate (Figure 3a) and intense (Figure 3b)
geomagnetic storms per calendar month during ADP-23 and ADP-24. The seasons here are considered as
in the Northern Hemisphere. It is observed that both the cycles distinctly exhibit the well-known semian-
nual variation in both the moderate and intense storm rates, with two peaks, one around vernal (February to
April) equinox and another around autumnal (August to October) equinox (Cortie, 1912; Echer et al., 2011;
Priester & Catanni, 1962; Russell & McPherron, 1973). We would like to mention that though the number of
intense storms is too small for robust seasonal variation statistics, at least the behavior is consistent with the
expectation. Consistent prevalence of higher seasonal storm activity during ADP-23 as compared to ADP-24
is noteworthy.

For the moderate storms, the autumnal equinox peaks are larger than the vernal equinox in cycle 23 (Figure 3a)
but not in cycle 24 (so far as statistics allow a comparison). Thus, cycle 23 is consistent with Zieger and Mursula
(1998) and Mursula et al. (2011), but cycle 24 may not be.

For the intense geomagnetic storms it is noticeable that during ADP-24 both the equinoxes witnessed almost
comparable number of storms. However, it is to be pointed out that since the number of intense storms is
small during ADP-24, no conclusive comment on their seasonal asymmetry can be made (Figure 3b). In con-
trast, during ADP-23, the intense storm seasonal statistics clearly exhibits the vernal-autumnal equinoctial
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asymmetry as discussed by Zieger and Mursula (1998); Mursula et al. (2011). Hence, our results for intense
storms of SC-23 (odd cycle) are in conformity with the previous studies by Zieger and Mursula (1998) and
Mursula et al. (2011), but the SC-24 intense storms do not conform with them.

Currently, we have considered only the two SCs; hence, above results will be tested on the other SCs for
robustness in the future work.

3.4. Comparing the Solar Wind Plasma and IMF Conditions in Cycles 23 and 24
Comparison of the two consecutive SCs would not be complete without examining the long-term variation
of solar wind plasma and IMF parameters with the SSNs.

For this purpose, continuous hourly resolution solar wind and IMF data from OMNIWeb database is uti-
lized during May 1996 to July 2004 and December 2008 to December 2016 intervals. We applied cumulative
probability distribution function (CDF) to delineate the comparison between the occurrence probabilities of
different values of the important parameters that majorly contributed to the geomagnetic storm activity dur-
ing ADP-23 and ADP-24. The significance of applying CDF rather than using discrete yearly averages is that it
projects the prevalent differences between the two cycles in a remarkably distinguishable manner.

To obtain the CDF plots, we followed these steps:

i. Sort the solar wind, IMF, and geomagnetic observations, viz., Vsw, Ey, Bs, and Dst, for both the periods
ADP-23 and ADP-24 separately in ascending order of values.

ii. Find the probability of occurrence of ≤ (≥) each observation (“k”) of individual negative (positive) parame-
ter (“t”) in the sorted array

iii. If “n” is the total number of samples, then the empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf ) is defined
as a step function (F) that has a step of k∕n. The subsequent observations are cumulative sum of previous
observations.

iv. Plot sorted observations of individual parameter (t) and obtained probabilities (step function, F).

Figures 4a–4d exhibit the CDF curves for solar wind speed (Vsw), Bs (|−Bz|), duskward (positive) Ey (Edusk), and
Dst. Red and blue curves in Figure 4 represent ADP-23 and ADP-24, respectively. Figure 4a depicts the CDF
plot for the solar wind speed where it is distinctly observed that the probability of observing higher-speed
solar wind is consistently higher for ADP-23 (red) than for ADP-24 (blue). The peak Vsw values as found in
OMNIWeb data base during ADP-23 and ADP-24 are 1,183 and 904 km/s, respectively.

From Figure 4b it is clearly observed that the probability of exceeding the lower Bs values is almost comparable
for ADP-23 and ADP-24; however, the probability of exceeding the higher Bs values goes on decreasing for
ADP-24. The lowest value of hourly Bs during ADP-23 is 50.9 nT, which is almost double of that during ADP-24
(∼24.1 nT; Figure 4b).

Figure 4c distinctly shows that similar CDF profiles are obtained for Edusk values for both the periods. From
Figure 4c, we obtain the highest value of Edusk for ADP-23 is 35.3 mV/m, which is almost 2 times of that of
highest Edusk value during ADP-24 (16.09 mV/m).

The geomagnetic response of varying interplanetary conditions during ADP-23 and ADP-24 is represented
by Dst in Figure 4d. The lowest values of Dst during ADP-23 and ADP-24 are −422 and −223 nT, respectively.
It is noticeable from Figure 4d that the Dst CDF profiles for the two periods start to diverge from the smallest
negative Dst values.

We attempted to check the occurrences of −100 nT < Dst ≤ − 50 nT values representing moderate geomag-
netic activity and Dst ≤ − 100 nT representing intense activity during the two periods (ADP-23 and ADP-24).
We obtained that the occurrence of moderate geomagnetic activity in ADP-23 is∼ 2.4 times of that in ADP-24,
in contrast to the occurrence of intense activity which is >6 times of the latter (ADP-24).

Interplanetary causes of intense geomagnetic storms are long-duration (>3 hr), large Bs (>10 nT), associ-
ated with Edusk > 5 mV/m (Gonzalez & Tsurutani, 1987). For the moderate storms, Gonzalez et al. (1994),
Wang et al. (2003), and Echer et al. (2013) suggested the interplanetary criteria of Bs> 5 nT associated with
Edusk ≥ 2.5 mV/m for >2 hr. Rawat et al. (2010) analyzed big storms (Dst ≤ −200 nT) during SC 23 and
concluded the interplanetary conditions for them to be Bs ≥ 20 nT with Edusk >12 mV/m. With these crite-
ria, we determined the occurrences of geoeffective Bs and Edusk, contributing to the moderate, intense, and
super-intense/extreme geomagnetic storms. For this, we applied three threshold cutoffs (5, 10, and 15 nT)
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Figure 4. Cumulative probability distribution of solar wind-interplanetary and geomagnetic parameters including
(a) Vsw, (b) Bs (| − Bz|), (c) Edusk, and (d) Dst during the ascending to early descending phases of solar cycles 23 and 24.
The cumulative probability is computed using continuous hourly solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field, and Dst
data for ADP-23 and ADP-24. For positive quantities (Vsw, Bs, and Edusk) the ordinate is the probability of exceeding the
abscissa. On the other hand, for the negative quantity (Dst), the ordinate is the probability of being less than the
abscissa. SC = solar cycle; CDF = cumulative distribution function.

to Bs values and three threshold cutoffs on the values of Edusk ≥ 2.5, ≥ 5, and ≥ 12 mV/m during both the
periods, ADP-23 and ADP-24. The occurrence of Bs and Ey values fitting to the threshold criteria as discussed
above during ADP-23 and ADP-24 is represented in tabular format (Table 2).

The study by Gonzalez et al. (2011) on super-intense and extreme (Dst < −400 nT) geomagnetic storms
occurred during cycle 23 affirmed that the average peak Bs value for super-intense storms is 34.3 nT with
average peak Edusk value of 23.5 mV/m. During ADP-24, the absence of super-intense storm/superstorm
(Dst ≤ −250 nT) could be attributed to the insignificant values of minimum essential thresholds of geoeffec-
tive SW-IP parameters, Bs and Edusk in this period.

3.5. Long-Term SC Variability
The main objective of our present study is to compare the two SCs in terms of SW-IP conditions and their cor-
responding geomagnetic activity. In the above subsections, we have demonstrated the distinction between
specific characteristics of the conditions during both the selected periods.

In order to compare the solar wind conditions during both cycles in correspondence with the varia-
tions in smoothed SSNs (13 month averaged), we computed 13-month smoothed values of Bz, Btot, Vsw,
and Ey.Sunspot cycle variation of 13-month averaged Dst values is also shown. We obtained the daily
data values from the Omniweb database and averaged them to get monthly values. The smoothing

Table 2
Percentage of Occurrence of Geoeffective Solar Wind-Interplanetary Parameters
for Different Threshold Values During the Two Periods

Parameter Period % (Threshold values)

Bs (nT) ADP-23 10.5%(5) 1.9%(10) 0.17%(20)

ADP-24 7.1%(5) 1%(10) 0.02%(20)

Edusk (mV/m) ADP-23 7.9%(2.5) 1.4%(5) 0.14%(12)

ADP-24 4.4%(2.5) 0.6%(5) 0.01%(12)

of all the parameters is performed exactly in the way done for sunspot
smoothing given in section 2.1 (Hathaway, 2010). It should be noted
that such smoothing provides information on the average parame-
ters. The results for ADP-23 (red) and ADP-24 (blue) are illustrated in
Figures 5a–5f. It is to be mentioned that the time axis for ADP-23 is plot-
ted on the top (red) and for ADP-24 is plotted at the bottom (blue). First
striking difference observed between the two intervals is that ADP-23 is
stronger in terms of Btot, southward directed Bz, solar wind speed, electric
field, and corresponding geomagnetic response represented by Dst index.
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Figure 5. Variation of solar wind, interplanetary, and geomagnetic
parameters in correspondence with the smoothed sunspot numbers
for ADP-23 red and ADP-24 blue. From top to bottom, the panels depict
(a) SSNsmoothed, (b) Btot, (c)Bz, (d) Vsw, (e) Ey, and (f ) Dst. The solar
wind-interplanetary parameters and Dst index are smoothed using
13-month running average. The top red and bottom blue x axes display the
months in month/year format for SC-23 and SC-24, respectively. The first
values of both the x axes mark the solar minimum months for SC-23
and SC-24, which are May 1996 and December 2008, respectively.

Btot exhibits a steadily increasing profile during the ascending phases of
both the cycles, which is consistent with the well-known SC variation in
the IMF strength (Gazis, 1996). However, Btot in SC-23 is always higher
than in SC-24 as seen in Figure 5b. Further, Btot appears to be enhanced
following the solar maximum into the EDPs of both the cycles as also dis-
cussed by Wang and Sheeley (2015) and Sheeley and Wang (2015) in their
studies of sources of SC variation of the IMF. They explained this rejuve-
nation in the field to be caused by the emergence of large active regions
with their east-west dipole moments arranged in phase with the Sun’s
dipole moment (background field), thereby resulting in strengthening of
the same.

During ADP-23, Bz (red curve in Figure 5c) exhibits three periods of depres-
sions, one around late ascending phase to early maximum phase (January
1998 to September 1999) and second and third deeper ones during the
maximum phase (2000–2002). Similarly, during ADP-24 (blue curve) we
observe that a steady depression in Bz values continued until 2012, where
first Bz minimum is seen (Figure 5c). This is nearly coincident with the onset
of maximum phase of the SC-24, as seen in Figure 5a. The Bz depression
trend during ADP-24 was followed by a slight recovery during maximum
phase (2012–2013) and a further weaker depression while sunspot cycle
progressed toward the declining phase, post 2014. A weaker average Bz
is noticeable between the two minima (Figure 5a) during ADP-23 and
ADP-24. During the GG, the period of almost steady weaker SSNsmoothed in
ADP-24 was distinctly marked by increase in Bz values.

It is to be pointed out that heavy averaging (13-month running basis)
of the SW-IP data has resulted in much smaller values of parameters in
comparison to the original daily resolution data as seen in Figures 5a–5f;
nevertheless, the similarity in the SC variation pattern of the SW-IP param-
eters during two different SCs 23 and 24 is clearly reflected.

Referring to ADP-23 (red curve) in Figure 5c and occurrence rate of intense
storms Figure 2d, it can be clearly seen that ADP-23 intense storm rates cor-
respond well to the stronger southward Bz around 1998 and 2000–2001.
Similarly, Figures 5c and 2c suggest existence of reasonable concurrence
between stronger southward Bz values around 2012 and 2015 during
ADP-24 and the enhanced intense storm rates in these years.

We are looking at the long-term variations in both the cycles, and this
result shows that the average stronger Bz are observed in cycle 23 and that might have resulted in larger geo-
magnetic activity in comparison to cycle 24, as seen in the averaged geomagnetic activity represented by
Dst in Figure 5f. Predominance of slow solar wind streams and abnormally low IMF strength during the deep
solar minimum between the cycles 23 and 24 led to very low energy transfer from solar wind to the mag-
netosphere, and the geomagnetic activity reached extremely low levels (Echer et al., 2012; Tsurutani et al.,
2011). From Figure 5d), distinct Vsw depression is seen around the solar minima/ascending phases of SC-23
and SC-24, which signifies the shrinking and poleward migration of the high-latitude coronal holes after the
declining phase of the previous cycle as explained by McComas et al. (2000). With the emergence of sporadic
low-latitude coronal holes during the commencement of new cycle the solar wind speeds exhibit enhance-
ment. During the period between 1999 and 2000 in ADP-23, peak in Vsw indicates presence of HSS, as reported
by Echer et al. (2013) and Hajra et al. (2013). Bothmer and Zhukov (2007) discussed the decrease in num-
ber of CMEs during the year 1999 in terms of enhanced fast solar wind flows and CIRs. Declining phases of
both the SCs witnessed enhancements in Vsw, which might have contributed to the increased occurrences of
moderate storms.

Figure 5e shows the convection electric field (Ey) time variation in reference to the SSNs. It is observed that dur-
ing ADP-23, Ey exhibits triple peak feature in concurrence with the three Bz minima. The first peak of Ey around
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Table 3
Complex and Uncertain Category of Geomagnetic Storm Events With
Dstmin ≤ − 50 nT Between the Period December 2008 and December 2016

Date Dstmin Category

15/2/2010 −59 Complex

5/7/2011 −59 Uncertain

12/6/2012 −51 Uncertain

4/9/2012 −63 Complex

24/4/2013 −50 Complex

7/11/2013 −54 Uncertain

20/1/2016 −93 Complex

31/1/2016 −50 Complex

3/2/2016 −52 Complex

2/4/2016 −56 Complex

7/4/2016 −60 Complex

16/4/2016 −55 Complex

08/5/2016 −83 Complex

Note. Date is formatted as date/month/year.

1998 (ascending phase) is smaller than the second and third peaks around
SC maximum. The occurrences of three peaks in Ey values during ADP-23
are nearly coincidental with enhancements in intense storm occurrences
around 1998 and solar maximum during ADP-23 (refer to Figure 2d). Similar
observation is obtained for ADP-24, where peak in Ey during 2012 is almost
concurrent to the enhanced occurrence of intense geomagnetic storms
(Figure 2c). Also, another rise in Ey around 2015 is distinctly evident from
Figure 5e, which again is nearly coincident with the intense storm occur-
rence in 2015. Reduction in Ey during GG is clearly observed in both the
curves of Figure 5e.

The fact that the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling was weaker in cycle
24 than in cycle 23 is due to a less active Sun. The lower solar mag-
netic field (Tsurutani et al., 2011) and the lower number of solar eruptions
(Gopalswamy et al., 2015) lead to a smaller number of transient geoffective
solar wind structures and thus in a much reduced number of intense storms.

3.6. Geoeffective SW-IP Drivers Over Cycle 24
Several studies have been done on the identification of potential SW-IP
origins of the geomagnetic storms and differentiation between them
(Borovsky & Denton, 2006; Huttunen et al., 2002; Saiz et al., 2013; Tsurutani
& Gonzalez, 1997; Zhang et al., 2007). Mostly, studies are consistent with the

dominance of ICMEs and/or their sheaths during the rising and maximum phases of the SCs (e.g., Echer et al.,
2008; Gonzalez et al., 1999; Richardson, 2013; Tsurutani et al., 1988; Zhang et al., 2007).

In the present work, the SW-IP driver for each event has been identified by careful examination of the solar
wind plasma and magnetic field characteristics. We classify the drivers into six categories, adapting the
nomenclature of Echer et al. (2008); namely,

SH - pure sheath
MC - interplanetary coronal mass ejections exhibiting magnetic cloud structures
SH+MC - combination of sheath and magnetic cloud (SH+MC)
CIR - corotating interaction region
ICME - interplanetary coronal mass ejections which do not have any identifiable magnetic cloud structure

(non magnetic cloud ICME)
SH+ICME - sheath followed by ICME (non magnetic cloud ICME).

In addition, we found some different kind of events, which were designated as Complex. These include the
heliospheric plasma sheet or heliospheric current sheet/sector boundary crossing interacting with SH/ICME,
CIR following a SH or MC, interaction of sector boundary crossing with CIR. There were three events for
which the interplanetary structure were not identifiable and hence have been put under Uncertain category
(Table 3).

The SW-IP drivers causing the intense geomagnetic storms during ADP-24 are laid down in Table 4. Columns
1 to 5 in Table 4, respectively, depict the storm day when minimum Dst was recorded, peak Bs, value of Dstmin,
and causative SW-IP driver.

In addition, we also present the yearly distribution of the SW-IP drivers causing moderate and intense geo-
magnetic storms occurred during ADP-24 in Table 5. Column 1 indicates years between December 2008 to
December 2016; columns 2 to 5 represent the four major SW-IP drivers, namely, SH, ICME, SH+ICME, and
CIR. Last two columns indicate complex or uncertain SW-IP structures as described above in classification.
In this table we put all the drivers exhibiting ICME signatures like MCs, non-MCs, slow ICME, shock/MC, and
shock/ICME under same class, ICME.

During the complete ADP-24 period, the major drivers for most of the moderate storms were CIRs (∼41%)
followed by ICME (20%), SH+ICME (15.4%), and SH (13.8%). Echer et al. (2013) studied the moderate storms
during the complete SC 23. Their statistics showed that the moderate storms during cycle 23 were caused
majorly by CIRs 48%, while ICMEs (MCs or non-MC ICMEs), SH fields, and combination of SH and ICME
accounted for 20.6%, 10.8%, and 9.9%, respectively.
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Table 4
SW-IP Drivers Causing the Intense Geomagnetic Storm Events
(Dstmin ≤ − 100 nT) During ADP-24 (December 2008 to December 2016)

Bspeak Dstmin

Date (nT) (nT) SW-IP structure

6/8/2011 19.3 −115 SH

26/9/2011 24.1 −118 SH

25/10/2011 13.1 −147 SH+MC

9/3/2012 16.4 −131 SH+ICME

24/4/2012 10.8 −108 SH+MC

15/7/2012 17.3 −127 MC

1/10/2012 19.2 −119 MC

9/10/2012 14.1 −104 MC

14/11/2012 17.2 −108 MC

17/3/2013 11.5 −132 SH+MC

31/5/2013 16.2 −119 CIR

19/2/2014 12.9 −116 MC

17/3/2015 17.3 −223 SH+ICME

23/6/2015 22.2 −204 SH

7/10/2015 8.5 −124 CIR

20/12/2015 17.9 −155 SH+ICME

31/12/2015 15.8 −110 SH+MC

13/10/2016 20.8 −104 SH+MC

Note. Date is formatted as date/month/year. SW-IP = solar wind-
interplanetary; MC = magnetic cloud; ICME = interplanetary coronal mass
ejection; CIR = corotating interaction region.

Figure 6 illustrates the SC distribution of SW-IP drivers causing the mod-
erate and intense geomagnetic storms during ADP-24 (Figures 6a and 6b,
respectively). First, we consider only the moderate geomagnetic storms
as depicted in Figure 6a. The ascending phase is predominated by the
CIR-driven geomagnetic storms (50%), whereas the maximum phase is
dominated by pure SH, ICME, CIR, and SH+ICME-driven geomagnetic
storms. The contribution from ICMEs and/or their SH in Max was almost
66%. EDP was again marked by dominance of CIR-driven storms (56%) over
ICMEs and/or their SH. ICME and/or their SH contributed for about 33% of
the moderate storms in EDP.

Echer et al. (2013) performed the SC distribution analysis of the moderate
storms occurred during the SC 23 and concluded that CIRs are responsi-
ble for almost 60% of the moderate storms during the declining phase of
cycle 23, also CIRs accounted for 30–35% storms during rising and max-
imum phases of SC-23. ICMEs and/or their SH stood out as major drivers
(51–54%) during the ascending and maximum phases. Hence, our results
are in close agreement with Echer et al. (2013) results. Both the SCs (23 and
24) are similar in terms of the SW-IP drivers of moderate storms.

We now consider the SC variability of the drivers for the intense storms dur-
ing ADP-24, as shown in Figure 6b. During the ascending phase of SC-24
(December 2008 to August 2011), only one intense storm occurred on 5
August 2011, which was driven by sheath (SH). In contrast, the maximum
phase (September 2011 to May 2015) evidenced 12 intense geomagnetic
storms. Noticeable point is that for all the 12 intense storms a distinct dom-
inance of ICME (42%) followed by SH+ICME 33% and pure SH 17% was
exhibited. Our investigation showed that all the ICMEs contributing for the
intense storms during maximum phase of SC-24 were ICMEs exhibiting
MC signatures; hence, MC contributed about 42% for the intense storms.
There was only one intense geomagnetic storm caused by CIR during the
maximum phase.

In the EDP (June 2015 to December 2016), only five intense storms were recorded and for them SH+ICME
majorly (60%) contributed toward the intense storms. Among the total three SH+ICME storms, there was only
one intense storm driven by SH+MC, other two were SH+ICME (non-MC). In this phase, out of the remaining
two intense storms, one of which was driven by SH and the other by CIR and thereby each contributed about

Table 5
Yearly Distribution of the SW-IP Drivers Causing All the Geomagnetic Storm Events
(Dstmin ≤ − 50 nT) Between the Period December 2008 and December 2016

Year SH ICME SH+ICME CIR Complex Uncertain

December 2008 — — — — — —

2009 — — — 1 — —

2010 1 1 3 4 1 —

2011 7 2 2 4 — 1

2012 3 9 6 3 1 1

2013 6 3 5 7 1 —

2014 2 6 3 1 — —

2015 3 7 7 22 — —

2016 — 3 1 13 7 1

Total 22 31 27 55 10 3

Note. Here we have considered all the ICME structures irrespective of showing the MC or
non-MC characteristics. SW-IP = solar wind-interplanetary; ICME = interplanetary coronal
mass ejection; CIR = corotating interaction region; MC = magnetic cloud.
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Figure 6. Solar cycle distribution of solar wind-interplanetary drivers
causing geomagnetic storms during ascending (December 2008 to March
2011), maximum (April 2011 to May 2015) and early descending phases
(June 2015 to December 2016) of the solar cycle 24. Labels AP, Max,
and EDP indicate ascending phase, maximum, and early descending
phase, respectively for (a) moderate geomagnetic storms and (b) intense
geomagnetic storms. Red, blue and green bars represent ICME, SH and
SH+ICME respectively. Gray bars depict CIRs. Black dashed curve
represent SSNsmoothed. ICME = interplanetary coronal mass ejection;
CIR = corotating interaction region; DP = descending phase.

20% in declining phase. Echer et al. (2013) also concluded that CIRs caused
up to ∼20% of the intense storms in the declining phases of cycle 23.

Gonzalez et al. (2007) and Echer et al. (2008) examined SW-IP drivers
responsible for the intense storms during SC 23. They showed that MCs
are primary drivers for the intense geomagnetic storms during rising and
declining phases of SC-23, while sheath dominates the solar maximum.
Shen et al. (2017) study shows that large fraction (75%) of the geomagnetic
storms (moderate and intense) during 1995–2015 are caused by the ICME
groups and almost all the intense geomagnetic storms during the period
were caused by ICMEs.

Our SW-IP drivers discussion implies that during ADP-24, either the geo-
effective SW-IP structures like ICMEs and/or their sheaths were reduced
in number substantially or they did not possess significantly large south-
ward directed Bz, in comparison to that during ADP-23. Previous work
by Richardson (2013) concludes that an absence of large southward Bz
in SH/ICMEs and low speeds of ICMEs contributed to the reduced geoef-
fectiveness of SH/ICMEs in the rising phase of SC-24 (December 2008 to
November 2012) compared to that of SC-23. Kilpua et al. (2014) examined
the causes for geomagnetic storms to be weak during the recent solar min-
imum and rising phase of cycle 24. They ascertained the primary reason to
be the lack of strong and long-duration ICMEs with southward IMF. Hence,
our findings are in close agreement with Richardson (2013) and Kilpua
et al. (2014). Similar conclusions were reached by Gopalswamy et al. (2015)
in their recent study involving the comparison of MCs during the SCs 23
and 24. Another interesting study was done by Shanmugaraju et al. (2015),
wherein they discuss the physical characteristics of halo CMEs occurred
during 2011–2013 and their geoeffective parameters. The much weaker
geoeffectiveness in the rising phase of SC 24 than that in cycle 23 was
evident in their study as well.

Having demonstrated the SC distribution of various SW-IP drivers, we
further compared the sizes of the geoeffective solar wind parameters in

individual storm drivers. In order to do so, we performed correlation analysis between the solar wind plasma
and magnetic field parameters (Ey, Bz, and Vsw) and Dst index for all the storms caused by the four major
SW-IP drivers: (1) ICME (including MC and non-MC), (2) SH, (3) SH+ICME (including SH+MC), and (4) CIR during
December 2008 to December 2016. For the correlation analysis, we considered hourly values of Dstmin, peak
Ey (Eypeak), Bzmin, and Vswpeak for the individual events for all the major drivers.

Gonzalez et al. (2007) proposed that a time lag ranging from 0 to 4 hr exist between minimum Bz and Dstmin,
which is described as the response time of geomagnetic field to IMF Bz conditions. Considering this, we kept
a search window of 0–4 hr for selecting the Bzmin and Eypeak after obtaining the time of minimum Dst (Dstmin).
Although we recognize that the Dst index is driven by the time integral of Ey (Burton et al., 1975), here we use
the peak values in the search window to make a simple comparison between drivers.

Earlier studies on geoeffective SW-IP structures by Echer et al. (2008, 2013) and Richardson (2013) have pre-
sented the correlations between peak values of several SW-IP parameters, but those show collective results
for ICMEs, their sheaths, etc. Our work, however, presents individual correlations for the four major SW-IP
drivers including ICME (MC and non-MC), SH, SH+ICME (and SH+MC), and CIR. We compare the correlations
between the vital solar wind plasma and IMF parameters in the major SW-IP drivers of storms occurred dur-
ing ADP-23 and ADP-24, causing the storms with Dstmin ≤ −50 nT and the Dst index itself (Figures 7 and 8). It
is to be mentioned that top three panels in each box are for ADP-23, while lower three panels are for ADP-24.
Figures 7a–7f represent the correlations of Eypeak, Bzmin, and Vswmpeak with Dstmin for storms driven by MCs and
non-MC-ICMEs. The linear fits for two classes are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Figures 7g–7l
illustrate the correlations for pure SH. Correlation for storm events driven by interacting SH+ICME (MC and
non-MC) and CIR have been depicted in two boxes of Figures 8a–8f and 8g–8l, respectively.
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Figure 7. Scatter plots of Dstmin with Eypeak, Bzmin, and Vswpeak for the major solar wind-interplanetary drivers: (a–f ) MC (closed circles) and (g–l) non-MC-ICME
(open circles) SH during all the 135 storms (Dst ≤ −50 nT) between December 2008 and December 2016. MC = magnetic cloud; ICME = interplanetary coronal
mass ejection; SC = solar cycle.
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Figure 8. Same format as Figure 7 but for different drivers: (a–f ) SH+MC (closed squares) and (g–l) SH+MC-ICME (open squares) and CIR.
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Noteworthy is the high anticorrelations during ADP-24 storms between Eypeak and Dstmin for MC (cc = −0.70)
panel (b), SH (cc = −0.905) panel (h), and SH+ICME (cc = −0.8) panel (n). CIR-driven storms show low corre-
spondence (cc = −0.50) between Eypeak and Dstmin panel (f ). For the correlations during ADP-23, we found
high correspondences between Eypeak and Dstmin for ICME (a), SH (g), and SH+ICME (m)-driven storms (text
labels in Figure 7). Best correspondence (cc = −0.92) was exhibited by SH+MC-driven storms.

Ey is a product of Bz and Vsw; hence, correlation of the two latter parameters with Dstmin will be significant
to ascertain geomagnetic activity levels. We obtained similar results for the correlations between Bzmin and
Dstmin for ADP-23 (panels c, i, and o) and ADP-24 (panels d, j, and p), as found for Eypeak and Dstmin correspon-
dence. The ADP-24 storm correlations are high for the events driven by MC (cc = 0.65), SH (cc = 0.84), and
SH+ICME (cc = 0.71), while for CIR-driven storms, correlation coefficient value dropped to 0.48 (panel k). Best
correlation (cc = 0.92) between Bzmin and Dstmin for ADP-23 is obtained for MC and SH+MC-driven storms. In
contrast, for ADP-24 SH-driven storms exhibit best (cc = 0.84) Bzmin and Dstmin correspondence.

The lower correlation for CIR-driven events could be attributed to the fluctuating CIR fields, which do not
maintain southward orientation for long and do not attain large values in particular when compared to ICMEs
(Gonzalez et al., 1999, 2011), and hence, magnetic reconnection with Earth’s magnetopause leads only to
weak and moderate intensity storms in case of CIRs (Tsurutani, 2006)

Correlation analysis carried out for Vswpeak and Dstmin does not show any well-defined pattern, but it is to
be noted that moderate and intense storm events have wide range of Vswpeak. This may be because most
of the moderate storms are driven by CIRs and the intense storms drivers like SH, ICME, and SH+ICME also
exhibit broad velocity range. The best correlation for ADP-24 between Vswpeak and Dstmin is exhibited in case
of SH-driven storms (cc = −0.67), followed by MC (cc = −0.42), while for all other drivers there is weak
correspondence (cc >−0.1). In contrast, for ADP-23 MC-driven storms show best correspondence between
Vswpeak and Dstmin.

Hence, our study reaffirms the pivotal role of presence of significant Ey and Bz values for moderate and intense
storms. We obtained that majority of the intense storms have Eypeak > 5 mV/m, in contrast to the moderate
storms, which have varying Eypeak values. Also, we found that 17 out of the total 18 intense storms have min-
imum Bz values < −10 nT. Hence, our results closely follow the criteria proposed by Gonzalez and Tsurutani
(1987) for intense geomagnetic activity, which state that large southward Bz (≤ −10 nT) with Ey > 5 mV/m
are the necessary interplanetary conditions for driving the intense geomagnetic storms. Another notewor-
thy point from the correlation analysis carried out above (Figure 7) is that MC and SH stand out as the most
geoeffective structures, followed by SH+ICME during ADP-24.

4. Conclusions

1. We compare the ascending to EDPs of the two consecutive SCs 23 and 24, covering periods between May
1996 to July 2004 and December 2008 to December 2016, respectively. A striking difference obtained
between the two periods is the occurrence rate of intense geomagnetic storms. While SC-24 witnessed only
18 intense geomagnetic storms during first 8 years, SC-23 witnessed 74 intense events during the same
duration, out of which 8 were super-intense events (Dst ≤ −250 nT), thus giving the intense storm occur-
rence rate of 2.2 storms per year in ADP-24, in contrast to ∼9 storms per year in ADP-23. It is to be pointed
out that ADP-24 did not witness any super-intense event.
Thus, the intense geomagnetic storm occurrence rate during ADP-24 was reduced nearly by a factor of 4
of that during ADP-23. During ADP-24, the lowest Dstmin value attained among the 18 intense events was
−4,223 nT, in contrast to lowest Dstmin value of −422 nT among 74 intense storms of ADP-23. Moderate
geomagnetic storm occurrence rate in the previous SC (23), on the other hand, was about 51% (∼1.5 times)
higher than that in the current cycle (24).

2. A comparative analysis between the solar wind plasma and magnetic field conditions during ADP-23 and
ADP-24 depicts distinctly weaker SC 24 as compared to the previous cycle 23. During complete ADP-24,
Bs was weaker than that in ADP-23. To determine the occurrences of geoeffective Bs and Ey, we computed
the fraction of points with Bs ≥ 5, Bs ≥ 10, and Bs ≥ 20 nT during both the periods (ADP-23 and ADP-24).
We obtain the ratios of three respective cutoffs for ADP-23 to ADP-24 to be 1.5, 1.8, and 8.5, respectively.
Similarly, the three thresholds for Edusk (Edusk ≥ 2.5, Edusk ≥, and Edusk ≥ 12 mV/m) showed that the ratios
between ADP-23 to ADP-24 are 1.8, 2.3, and 10, respectively. The reduced occurrence of strong Bs and Ey in
cycle 24 compared to cycle 23 probably contributed to the fewer moderate or intense storms in cycle 24.
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3. ADP-24 clearly follows the dual peak characteristic in the moderate and intense storm occurrence rates.
One of the peaks in storm occurrence was observed around late ascending phase period (year 2012). The
second peak was witnessed during EDP (May–December 2016).

4. Seasonal distribution during ADP-24 exhibited no significant difference in the intense storm occurrence
during vernal and equinoctial months. On the other hand, for ADP-23, there was an increase in the number
of intense geomagnetic storms by a factor of 2 during autumnal equinox in comparison to vernal. Moderate
geomagnetic storms did not exhibit much difference during ADP-23 and ADP-24. SC-24 witnessed fewer
intense storms, and therefore, statistics might not be robust to make a definitive conclusion about their
seasonal variation.

5. Investigation of the possible SW-IP drivers causing the moderate and intense geomagnetic storms during
ADP-24 has revealed that about 41% of the moderate storms were driven by CIRs, whereas ICMEs and/or
their SH contributed about 49%. In contrast, during ADP-23, 48% storms were CIR driven, while 41.3% were
driven by ICME and/or their SH.
The intense storms during ADP-24, on the other hand, were mostly driven by ICMEs and/or their SH (∼89%),
in contrast, CIRs caused only 11% of the intense storms. For ADP-23, 64% were caused by ICMEs and/or their
SH and about 13% were CIR driven.
During the complete ADP-24, the prevalence of CIR-driven geomagnetic storms in the rising phase
(∼47%) and important contribution during maximum (23.5%) and EDPs (∼56%) is strikingly distinct feature
of SC-24.
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